AREAS TO BE ADDRESSED

**PILOT QUALIFICATIONS**

- Comprehensive Pilot Training Database and ATP License Requirement

**TRAINING**


**REGIONAL AIRLINES**

- Increased Oversight (FAA/Parent Carriers) and Mandatory Safety Programs

**FATIGUE**

- Fatigue Mgmt. – Revised Flight & Duty Time Rulemaking and Study on Commuting

**Let’s Put the Most Qualified Pilots in the Cockpit…**

**Central Pilot Record Database**

- FAA Training Records
- Airline Training Records
- Driving Record

**Minimum ATP License to Fly Commercially**

- 1500 hours of flight time
- 500 hours cross country
- 400 hours night flying
- 75 hours Instrument only (adverse weather and in the clouds)
- Additional Academic Testing and Check Flight Experiences

**…and Set Them Up for Success.**

- Mandatory Safety Management Systems (FOQA, LOSA, ASAP)
- Best Practices in Pilot Training and Remedial Programs
- Address Fatigue Management Issues
- Pilot Mentoring Programs